Year-Long Apprenticeship Program
“Where your personal power and your life path come together.”
The Apprenticeship Program is an individualized year-long journey of focusing on your life
path while embracing your gifts and removing your blocks and any karmic patterns that stop
your connection to Spirit and Life. This is an excellent program for those who are dedicated to
working one-on-one with a facilitator while engaging in ceremonial experiences and life
assignments from a distance. All meetings are done online.
Do you desire to focus more deeply on your life path? Are you ready to delve into your journey and quicken
your evolution and transformation? Have you wondered what it would be like to have a guide to show you
new stepping stones to deeper self-knowledge? Can you imagine doing shamanic ceremony and taking the
time for your personal growth and development? Have you felt that you could have greater personal power
and co-empowerment if you trusted more deeply in your journey and yourself? Are you ready to dive in and
develop a deeper relationship to Spirit, self and nature?

- Develop inner trust that you can count on

- Deepen your connection to Spirit

- Access your natural intuitive ways

- Remove blocks to your evolution

- Walk the path of increased vibration

- Open your heart to yourself and life

- Engage your strength of authenticity

- Let inner knowing become your guide

- Release your suffering and struggle

- Embrace courage and vulnerability in
in equal measure

There are 24 online sessions during the year. Based on your intent and desired outcome an individualized program and journey will be created for you. There will be ceremonial experiences, rituals
and assignments to assist you in reaching your desired outcome.
Entrance into the Year long Apprenticeship is through an interview to ensure that the program will
meet your life goals.
For more information please email

info@shamanicmedicine.ca

“Awaken Your Medicine Power Within”

